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Sabetian’s platform pushes
stability during budget crisis
Donovan Aird
MIISTANC! DAILY

Studying tor inidternis. Attend
ing lectures. Doing group projects.
Managing a Web site that competes
with inultiinillion-dollar compa
nies?
It’s all in a day’s work tor Arvand
Sabetian.
“When a Web site has to be up
100 percent of the time and you’re
sitting in class, it gets a little hit frus
trating,” said Sabetian, operations
manager of the Web hosting business
Arvixe.com, of which the gross val
ue he places between $250,000 and
$300,000. “ It becomes a lot harder
to concentrate because you can be
somewhere else fixing something
rather than sitting in your class, hut
It’s just the nature of things.”
For the 22-year-old Cal Poly civil
engineering senior, fixing things has
become a mindset that goes beyond
his personal pursuits.
A year after unsuccessfully run
ning for president of Associated
Students Inc., the two-year College
of Engineering representative on
the ASI Board of Directors has re
newed his campaign.
Issues facing students have
evolved from last year, Sabetian
said.
“ Having seen them develop, I
feel like I’m the best candidate for

the job,” he said. “ I know the past,
and 1 know where it should be tak
ing the future.”
The most pertinent matters on
the horizon, according to Sabetian,
are alleviating the effects of the state’s
budget crisis on students, overseeing
pending University Union renova
tion and facilitating planning and
implementation of the upcoming
Recreation Center expansion — a
measure he supported.
In order to ease the brunt of
looming student fee increases —
called by Sabetian the “main point”
and a “vital element” of his wouldbe term — he outlines plans rang
ing from uniting the hundreds of
thousands of students throughout
the California State University sys
tem into a statewide lobbying bloc
to locally approaching community
businesses seeking discounts for stu
dents with PolyCards and increasing
ASI sponsorship of clubs otherwise
overly self-funded by its members.
O ther endeavors Sabetian prom
ised to undertake include provid
ing a bus line to the Poly Canyon
Village project and continuing the
Sober Ride program started by in
cumbent president Brandon Souza,
whose tenure he assesses as “great.”
Sabetian said a strength of his
campaign will he m generally mainsee Sabetian, page 2
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The single-unit bowling class held at Mustang l.anes sees its first fee increase in six years.
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Students enrolled in Cal Poly’s bowling classes
are finding they have less money to spare since the
fee for course materials has increased this year.
The one-unit PE 109 and 112 classes are a
popular choice for new students looking to sat
isfy a general education requirement, or soon-tobe graduating students needing an extra unit of
credit. Roughly 600 students take a bowling class

each quarter.
Last year, students enrolled in the classes were
required to pay $40 for use o f Mustang Lanes shoes
and bowling balls. This year, that fee increased to
$65 per quarter.
Steve Goldie, a Cal Poly graduate and instruc
tor of both classes, said the increase was necessary
considering the inflation o f material, equipment
and replacement part costs incurred by Mustang
see Bowling, page 2

University Police arrested a Cal Poly
freshman for setting fire to a microwave in
The Park dining establishment located in
the Dexter Building.
“ It appears that two or more people in
tentionally put combustible materials into
the microwave and set it to catch fire,” Uni
versity Police Chief Bill Watton said.
Travis Moore, an electrical engineering
freshman, was taken to San Luis Obispo
County Jail and was booked on charges
of arson and manufacturing an incendiary
device.
Moore was apparently with several peo
ple in the vending and seating area around
3 a.m. Sunday and placed paper materials
— an advertising display card from one of
the tables and some napkins — into the mi
crowave, police said.
The microwave and the condiment stand
it sat on were damaged, and the building
sustained smoke damage. Watton estimated
the total damages could cost up to $2,000.
Watton said the arson is still under inves
tigation and that they are looking for an
other person from out o f town whom the
suspect was involved.
Moore’s bail is set at $250,000.

News editors: Sara Hamilton, Giana Magnoli
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“ WeVe just trying to break
even,” (ioldie said. “ Betöre tliis
year we had not raised onr tee in
six years.”
Last year, (ioldie presented to
•Assoeiated Students Ine. a pro
jected tour-year forecast of costs
incurred by Mustang Lanes by
offering the classes. With the
price of everything from bowling
shoes to pins rising substantially
since 2002, Mustang Lanes taced
a deficit unless it acquired more
funds.

D

Acctirding to (ioldie, the av
erage bowling alley experiences
25 games per lane, per day. With
btiwling classes being offered ev
ery hour from 0 a.in. to (> p in.,
four days a week, .Mustang Lanes
endures roughly 45 to 50 games
per lane, per day.
“We were reaching a point
where we would either have to
raise the fee, cut back the number
of classes we could otfer, or can
cel them altogether,” (ioldie said.
Many students understand the
need for a higher fee.
“ It’s fine with me, 1 look for
ward to this class every time,” rec
reation senior Jamie Becker said.
“The fee is totally worth it.”
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O ther students are less keen
about the increase.
“Sixty-five dollars is pretty
ridiculous for a one-unit class,”
biomedical engineering freshman
.Alden (iaines said.
('Ither students agree.
“The class is really fun, but $(>5
dollars is a lot for one-unit,” wine
and viticulture senior Mecaela
Miller said. “ I almost dropped
when I found out about the tee.”
However, start' and ASl main
tain the fee is reasonable and
comparable to rising tuition fees
and inrtation costs.
“It’s much cheaper than what
you pay to be in a league,” Goldie
said.
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taining the vision currently sought by ASl.
“A whole grassroots (attitude ot) going against a
lot of what ASl stands for right now is not going to
help where ASl is going,” he opined. “ It’s taken ASl
a long time to get here. ASl can be impacted; ASl
can’t be changed. 1 don’t plan on changing anything
— 1 plan on improving things.”
To Sabetian, his added experience working w ithm ASl will only help ensure such continuity.
“This year I have an extra year on me, so in that
by itself. I’ve met more students. I’ve met more is
sues and I’ve worked with more organizations on
campus,” he said. “I have that extra knowledge with
me 1 didn’t have last year.”
The Santa Rosa native said his second, “toned
down” and “more sustainable” campaign will cost
slightly less than $1,00(), a year after three hope
fuls — himself included — piled up roughly $5,000

fCCPK
Your Show Schedule

more apiece in expenses.
“ (My campaign) will allow students to breathe
and make their own decisions,” Sabetian said. “Last
year the students were just bombarded with adver
tising from all three sides. My campaign is going to
back off from students at least for the initial haltweek to a week to try and really allow them to get
out there and see what’s going on. And then I’ll try
to get my name out there as best as 1 can.”
Sabetian’s campaign slogan, “What can Arvatid
do for you again?” as a play on last year’s — which
was simply sans the “again” — embodies what he
explains as a resilient desire not only to hold office,
but to impart the best parts o f his stay at (3al Poly
to others.
“The reason I ran last year mainly was because
I wanted to bring a unique perspective to ASl,” he
said. “ I still fully believe in that. I’ve truly enjoyed
my time here at Cal Poly, and I want to make an
impact everlasting for students to enjoy after I’m
gone. Losing once isn’t going to stop me from do
ing that.”
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WASHINGTON — The White House said Wednc*stlay that President Bush
has paid a price for the “Mission Accomplished” banner that was flown in tri
umph five years ago but later became a svdiibol of U.S. misjudgments and mis
takes in the long and costly war in Iraq.
Thursciiy is the fifth anniversary’ of Bush’s dramatic landing in a Navy jet on
an aircraft carrier honiebound from the war. The USS Abraham Lincoln had
launched thousands of airstrikes on Iraq.
“Major combat operations in Iraq have ended,” Bush said at the time. “The
battle of Iraq is one victory in a war on terror that began on Sept. 11,2(H)1,
and still goes on.” The “Mission Accomplished” banner was prominently dis
played above him — a move the White House came to regret as the display was
mocked and became a source of controversy.
After shifting explanations, the White House eveimually s.iid the “Mission
Accomplished” phrase referred to the carrier’s ca*w completing its lO-nionth
mission, not the military completing its mission in Iniq. Bush, in (X tober 2(K)3.
dis.ivowed any connection with the “Mission Accomplished” message. He said
the White 1louse had nothing to do with the banner; a spokesman later s.iid
the ship’s crew .isked for the sign and the White House staff had it made by a
private vendor.
“President Bush is well aware that the banner should have been much more
specific and said‘mission accomplished’for these sailors who are on this ship on
their mission,”White Htnise press secretiry Dana Pernio s.iid Wednesday. “And
we have certainly paid a price for not being iiioa* specific on that banner. And
1 avognize that the media is going to play this up agiiin tomoraiw, as they do
every single year.”
'
She viid what is important now is “how the pa'sident would describe the
fight toiLiy. It’s been a very tough month in Iraq, but we aa* taking the fight to
the enemy.”
At least 4‘.i U.S. tnnips died in Iraq in April, making it the deadliL*st month
since September when (>5 U.S. tniops died.
Now in its si.xth year, the war in Iraq h.is claimed the lives of at least 4,0(>1
ineinbers of the U.S. military. (')nly the Vietnam War (August P>(>4 to January
Pf73),the war in Afghanistan ((October 2(K)1 to pa*sent) and the Revolutionary
War Only 1776 to April 1783) have engaged America longer.
Bush, in a speech earlier this month, viid that “while this war is difficult, it
is not endless.”
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Pennsylvania college woos students by putting them in ads
Michael Rubinkani
ASS(K lATKD PKHSS

WlLKHS-OARRE.l»a. — Wilkes
University badly wanted IH-year-old
Nicole bollock to be part obits tresliinan class this ball — so nuicb so that
it made her the star ob her o\\ n ad
campaign.
The small, private school in
northeastern bennsylvania plastered
bollock's name on billboards, pizza
boxes and gas pumps — and even
aired ,a commercial on M I V' — in
hopes ob getting her to enroll As one
message put it; "We just hope you're
on your w.iy to Wilkes University
next year."
Mission accomplished: bollock
recently picked Wilkes over her
hometown University ob Scranton.
Even better bor Wilkes, the ads put it
on the radar screen bor many ob bol
lock’s college-bound classmates.
The quirky $12(1,00(1 ad cam
paign, which also beatured seven
other students, helps Wilkes stand
out in a crowded college market
place. It also ilemonstrates the lengths
to which some colleges are going to
reach today's media- and marketingsavvy teenagers, w ho are just as likely
to shop tor a schixil on the Internet
as to rely on glossy brochures and
college fairs.
Increasingly, sc1hh)K are using
podcasts, virtual tours on YouTube,
live chats and other inter.ictive tech
nologies to get their niess.iges out.
Wilkes’ ads, now in their second
year, are bocused on the university’s
traditional recruiting area in north
eastern bennsylvania, as well as the
Allentown-Bethlehem region to the
south, and the bhiladelphia suburbs.
Long Island and Binghamton, N.Y.
The school finds out this week
just how successful its campaign
has been. Thursday is “decision day,”
the deadline bor high school seniors
across the nation to notify the college
ob their choice they plan to attend in
the ball.
“This is pretty trendsetting and
borward-thinking,” said
Nancy
Cxistopulos, chief' marketing officer
ob the American Marketing Associa
tion, which runs a yearly symposium
bor collej>;es and universities. “It po
j __

:

sitions Wilkes as an innovative and
fresh kind ob school.”
rhe university picks applicants
from markets where Wilkes wants
to promote itself and who have a
"mix ob talents and determination.’’
said J.ick Cdiielli, Wilkes’ director ob
marketing. Applicants beatured in the
,ids must consent to h.ive their n.imes
used.
The ads are the brainchild of bhil
adelphia marketing firm If)()over‘fO.
w hich h.id a mandate from Wilkes to
convey the mess.ige that the school
gets to know its students person.illy and p.iys close .ittention to their
needs.
bo do that, the agency conducts
in-depth interviews with particip.iting students, their friends and b.iinilies — learning their hobbies and
accomplishments, their hopes and
dreams, their likes and dislikes, even
their nicknames.
It uses the intbrmation u> de
sign highly personalized ads that are
placed where students are most like
ly tii see them: on pizza bo.xes and
billboards, atop gas pumps, in iiunie
theaters and malls, and on MI V,
Uomedy CT'ntral and VI11.
Some examples:
— lake 1ehinaii senior dreg
I leindel: "You give your tune at the
soup kitchen, the firehouse, and your
church summer camp. Wilkes Uni
versity wxHild like to give yi>u soanething — a top-qualit\- education."
— “I ley Kristen becka.C^nly your
closest friends at (Central Ciatholic call
you becka-lecka-lecka. Cihoose Wil
kes University and add 2,362 more
people to that list.”
— Scranton High senior Nicole
bollock:“Our goal at Wilkes Univer
sity is to be as much a mentor as your
mother has been. (Now, ib we could
only make her ravioli.)”
That last one, on a billboard close
to bollock’s high school, made her
mother cry.
Each ad also includes an invitation
to “call a Ciolonel” — the school’s
nickname — and pmvides a phone
number that plays a recorded mes
sage from a Wilkes student.
The marketing campaign appeals
to what Costopulos calls the “lookat-me generation” — teens who

A.SSOi:iAIKI> PRK.S.SS

Briana Turnbaugh poses for a photograph with a billboard with her
name, placed by Wilkes University as a recruitment tool, in Hazleton, Pa.
grew up w ith social networking sites
like Eacebook and MySpace aiul are
comfortable sharing their most pri
vate thoughts with the world.
Indeed, the ads h.ive turned stu

dents into mini-celebrities in their
schools and communities.
Briana Turnbaugh, 17, of Sugarloaf', ba., said that when she went to
.1 doctor's office for the first time, the

receptionist said: “Oh. you're the girl
from the billboard!”
Turnbaugh, w ho ranks fifth in her
high school class obSdO, ultimately
picked Wilkes’ crosstow n rival. King's
( College. But she said Wilkes still
spent its money wisely.
“I know so many people, seniors,
who were impressed with (the ad
campaign) .ind decitied they wanted
to go there or .it least consitler it.”
rurnb.iugh said.
C!hielli, the marketing director,
said the recruits' choices are .ilniost
secoiularv. ,As long as the ads get stuileiits thinking .ibout Wilkes, they are
working.
Wilkes charges bees and tuition
obinore than S2.3,( K•(i, and nearly .ill
students get some form ob financial
.lid not including loans. I'he school
hands out $22 million in aid each
Near.
For Megan Smith, who had been
leaning he.ivily toward another uni
versity before getting the star tre.itnient List year, the ad campaign put
Wilkes in a new light.
“They were interested in me .iiui
what I wanted from my college ex
perience,” said Smith, who is now
wrapping up her breshman year ,it
Wilkes.
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State Briefs
settlement, which capped a nearly
two-year legal battle.
• • •
LOS ANGELES (AP) — The
fabled intersection of Hollywood
and Vine was shut down for hours
Wednesday after a fire gutted a cor
ner nightclub where Lindsay Lohan
partied and a scene fixim “Ocean’s
Eleven” was filmed.
The Basque Kestaurant and
Nightclub was reduced to a sootstained bar in a pile of blackened
timbers, while three other shops in
the same building were also gutted
in the blaze shortly before 6 a.in., fire
officials said.
The nightclub was closed at the
time and nobody was hurt.
• • •
LOS ANGELES (AP) — The
federal government has acknowl
edged it was negligent in the death
of an immigrant whose cancer went
undiagnosed for nearly a year while
he was in custody.
“Wis there medical negligence
and were saying yes,” U.S. attor
ney's spokesman Thom Mrozek said
Wednesday.
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Prosecutors demand more
witness-protection money
Todd Richmond
.\SS(X IATKD PRl SS

Maurice Pulley agreed last fall to testify against the
thug accused of shooting him in the face in an argument
over a parking spot. But before Pulley ever took the stand,
two gunmen ran up to him and killed him in his mother’s
driveway.
Pulley’s family is blaming the dismantling of Milwau
kee’s witness-protection program 4 and a half years ago.
“My son is laying there like an animal. Like a deer,”
said the young man’s father, Maurice Pulley Sr. “He stuck
up for right and justice. When things start to happen, you
need to act to get people safe. It’s unconscionable.There
should be no price tot^ great to pay for somebody’s pro
tection.”
Around the country, prosecutors say tight budgets are
hamstringing their ability to keep witnesses safe at a time
when intimidation on the streets appears to be surging,
particularly in gang cases.
“The most basic thing we should be able to do is as
sure them they’ll be safe while their case is proceeding,”
Milwaukee District Attorney John (diisholni said. “We
can’t guarantee your safety.”
Florida’s witness protection efforts took a hit after
a budget shortfall forced lawmakers in 2007 to reduce
$500,(M)0 originally appropriated for the program to

ASSOCIATED PRESS

Maurice Pulley Sr. with a picture of his son Maurice
Pulley Jr. on April 25, 2008, in Greendale, Wis.
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SACRAMENTO (AP) —
C^ilitornia has outfitted about half
the states paroled sex offenders with
(IPS devices but is falling short of a
requirement to track them all.
On Wednesday, officials an
nounced they had attached ankle
monitors to 2,5(Kl of C'alifornias
most ckingemus sex-offender parol
ees. That’s in addition to the 2,3()()
units already tracking pamled sex
offenders who are considered less
dangennis.
It is expected to take until June
2(K(9 to outfit all 9,(KK) sex offenders
who are on parole at any given time
with global positioning system ankle
bracelets. The devices are removed
once offenders complete parole.
• • •
LOS ANGELES (AP) — A
nuiralist whose large-scale portrait
of artist Ed Kusha on a Los Ange
les building was painted over has
reached a Sl.l million settlement
with a group of defendants including
the U.S. government, which owns
the building.
Muralist Kent Twitchell said
Wediiesdav he was relieved bv the

ustang
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Atlanta prosecutors get no state help for witness pro
tection, instead scraping by with money from forfeitures,
Fulton ("oiiiitN’ District Attorney Paul Howard said. The
money is so inadequate that he plea-bargains some cases
because he can’t afford to protect witnesses in long trials,
he said.
“It’s a very serious problem,” Howard said.“And that’s
why 1 think it’s something we should get some assistance
for from the state. Here in the count\- our budgets are
shrinking, as with everybody.’’
In Cdiicago, the C'ook ('ountv' State’s Attorney’s office
got some state dollars in 2003 and 2004 for witness relo
cation and protection,but since then has been running its
program out of its own budget. Since 2003 the office has
spent nearly $520,000 to relocate 199 witnesses.
In Philadelphia, spending by the district attorney’s of
fice on relocating witnesses increased from $413,290 in
2(KI4 to $1 million in 2007. Nevertheless, District Attor
ney Lynne Abraham said that is not enough.
Abraham saiil her office can afford only to move a
limited number of people fmm place to place until they
can testify. She would like more money to help cover

witnesses’ living expenses and perhaps provide them with
job training.
“When we put you someplace else, you’re cut off from
family, friends,jobs. How are you going to make money?”
she asked.
Prosecutors say witness intimidation is surging. “Stop
Snitching” T-shirts have been sold in cities around the
country. In 2(MI4 NBA star Carnielo Anthony appeared
in an underground Baltimore DVD that warned people
they could be killed if they cooperated with police. A
Web site titled “Who’s a Kat?” offers a national database
of informants.
Many jurisdictions dti not keep figures on cases dis
missed because of intimidation or the number of wit
nesses hurt or killed. But prosecutors tell stories of how
witness intimidation has damaged cases.
In Philadelphia, where the number of cases that in
volved witness relocation increased from 35 in 2004 to
S4 last year, one of the most egregious examples came
in 2(K)0, when eight witnesses recanted testimony about
who shot FaheemThomas-C!hilds,a 10-year-old boy who
walked into gang crossfire in front of dozens of people.
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• Club Banquets
• Fraternity/ Sorority
Formats & Dances
• Department Awards

College of Science and
Mathematics
Phil Dirlam
Josh Lazarus
Adam Marre
Mortay Mendoza
Sunil Patel
Rvan M. Ward

• Greek Dinner
Service Program
f AT DAIRV CREEK
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eVole my.calpoly.edu
The filing period for ASI elections has officially closed if you are interested in being
a wntean candidate and participating in campaign activities come to UU217 to
register.
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Briefs
FORT BRAGG, N.C. (AP)
— 1 lie secretary i>t' the Army
said Wednesday the poor condi
tion of' Korean War-era barracks
at Fort Bragg are unacceptable.
Army Secretary l\“te Cieren
said improvements are coming,
but some of the problems can't
be fixed quickly. He made the re
marks after meeting with soldiers
and touring Fort Bragg’s H2nd
Airborne Division barracks.
The visit came after the father
of a paratrooper posted a video
online showing mold inside the
barracks, peeling interior paint
and a bathroom drain plugged
with sewage. By Wednesday,
the barracks had new paint and
w'ater fountains were fixed, but
work crews still labored on the
plumbing.
• • •

SAN ANTONIO (AP) —
Texas child welfare authorities
are looking at the possibility that
young boys were sexually abused
at a polygamist sect’s ranch, a
newly revealed angle of a massive
investigation triggered by allega
tions that girls were forced into
underage marriages and sex.
C'arey C'ockerell, the head of
the state’s Department of Family
and Protective Services, told state
lawmakers Wednesday his agency
was investigating whether young
boys were abused based on “dis
cussions with the boys.”
• • •

PIKESVILLE, Md. (AP)
— Mysterious niiddle-of-thenight blasts and flashes of light
had residents puzzled for months
— and now a man has been
charged with fireworks-related
violations.
Frederick Lee Mackler, 59,
was denied bail Wednesday on
charges of possession of fire
works withtnit a permit, reckless
endangerment and controlled
dangerous substance violations.
The arrest, announced Tues
day, came d.iys after police in the
Baltimore suburb set up cameras
and recorded the flashes that lit
up an area the size tif a football
field.
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Students strive to promote
understanding of Middle East
Shannon Boren
Ml STANO OAll.V

The Irish playwright (ieorge Bernard Shaw
once said, “ Peace is not only better than war,
but infinitely more arduous.” For one club on
campus, this fact is acknow ledged and discussed
often.
Still a young club. Students for Justice and
Peace in the Middle East developed just last
year in an effort to discuss the current conflict
faced in the Middle Eastern region and break
down frequent stereotypes.
“ A majority of Americans have the wrong
idea about Middle Eastern people, and we
thought if people on campus saw that they are
familiar and dress like them and act like them,
they’d understand that those in the Middle East
are not just militants or terrorists, but people
they can relate to,” said Nadeen Qaru, co
founder and current member of the club, and
construction management senior.
With about 15 active participants, the club
holds w'eekly meetings that usually begin with
a 15-minute presentation and discussion on the
latest in the Middle East.They are then devot
ed to event planning, said Marya Mikati, club
president and architectural engineering senior.
According to Mikati, the group is currently
working on a Palestine awareness week that
is planned for May 12 to 15, and will include
speakers and documentary showings.The event
will be similar to Arab awareness week, which
the club put on last year.
As part of the activities, the club plans to
build a scaled-dow n version of the wall cur
rently being built between Israel and Palestine
on Dexter Lawn, that will include facts and a
place for people to write opinions.This will be
followed by a free documentary showing that
will discuss the history of the region and its
people.
They are also attempting to get speakers
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Students for Justice and Peace in the Middle East club members protest the film “Islam: What
The West Needs To Know” that was shown in Philips Hail on Oct. 24, 2007.
from both Israel and Palestine to debate in front
of the school with a moderator on May 15.
“We want people to see both sides of the
issue and not be able to say that we’re being
biased,” Qaru said.
Despite attempts to be unbiased, the club
is no stranger to controversy, and has become
accustomed to religious protesters and debaters
being present at its events.
“There has been some opposition every
how and then when we have events, especially
on Palestine and Israel,” Mikati said. “We get
opposing view's, but it’s nice because this is
what the club is here for — to start discussions
in order to find a compromise.”
According to Qaru, people generally fall tm
one of two sides of the issue. They either sup
port the Israelis who feel the region is right
fully theirs, or they are behind the Palestinians
who feel angered by Israeli occupation and
find it to be unjust.

Despite the opposition, the club’s leaders in
sist they are not pushing an agenda, but simply
looking toward an end to the Israeli-Palestithan
violence.
“ People often don’t realize that there were
good times between the two groups,” Qaru
said.
“They think of it as a long historical fight
between Israel and Palestine, but they were ac
tually once friends and neighbors. It reminds
us that it really isn’t a hopeless situation there.”
“ Peace in the Middle East” serves as more
than a simple hippie slogan or a clever rhyme
for this group of students; it is a goal they
wholeheartedly promote and pursue.
“I think that what’s going on in the Middle
East affects u^ directly as students and as Amer
icans in general, ” Mikati said.
“ The more aware we are, the more we can
be involved and help directly and indirectly to
ward establishing peace in the Middle East.”
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POUCE BLOTTER
April 28, 17:18 - Officer responded to a call reporting smoke at the base of a
tree near the Orfalea Business Building. Leaves were smoldering at the time of
the officer’s arrival.
April 28, 10:29 - Officer responded to a medical aid where a subject passed out
while giving a presentation. The subject was transported to a medical facility.
April 27, 16:27 - Officer responded to a medical aid call where a subject ap
peared to have a dislocated knee. The subject was transported to a medical facil
ity.
April 27, 02:02 - Officers responded to a call of suspicious circumstances at Poly
Canyon Village. A security guard In the area attempted to contact an individual
who was driving a golf cart and ran it into a wall at the site.
April 26, 01:26 - After a subject ran a stop sign and refused to stop, officers
engaged In a pursuit that resulted in the arrest of the driver. The vehicle was
stopped with the assistance of the San Luis Police Department.

|> “Do you see evidence of Middle
Eastern conflict at Cai Poly?”
C'ompilcd and photographed by I )ustin Stone
JS.V. ^

t>ts
Î

— Laura Jacobs,
social science senior

“As I live day to day, I
don’t see any evidence
except for what I see in
the media.”

I

— Corey Nakamura,
graphic com munication
junior

“No. W e’re pretty isolated
from any political conver
sation here.”

l^yR iO C k & R iO LL

hair

— Derek Johnson,
com puter science senior

Color Servu.es

$

“No, because there's
not enough diversity to
bring up the issue. Our
whiteness makes us blind
to the issue.”

5,00o/r

e x P e f t i e N c e o , P n o F e s s iO N S L H s m s T y u s T S !
“Wait! What? I never
heard of any conflict!’

11 ol/c-io Of call for same dar apfioinimenis.

— Sara Freshour,
nutrition junior
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POLYPACK & THE INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY SOCIETY PRESENT:

BAGHAD (AI>) — The U.S.
milit.iry death toll hit a sevenmonth high of Sn on Wednesday
— with more than half the losses in
Baghdad as American forces wage
growing street battles against Shiite
fighters.
Iraqi civilian deaths also re
mained high following the Iraqi
government crackdown on Shiite
militia factions — accused by I’riine
Minister Nouri .il-Maliki of using
residents as human shields during
close combat in the teeming Sadr
City slum.

INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY FAIR!!!
DEXTER LAWN - MAY T^' & 2^”

EROM 10-2

COME W ITH A ERIEND A N D EXPLORE
THE INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM
.
•
•
.

STUDENT A N D EACULTY PROjECTS
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
CONVERSATION W ITH COMPANY REPS
D IS C O V E R O U R IM P A C TO N INDUSTRY

FREE FOOD PROVIDED BOTH DAYS

• • •

KABUL, Afghanistan (AP)
— Eiundreds of intelligence agents
on Wednesday raided the hideout of
militants with suspected links to an
attack on President ETamid Karzai,
as the Afghan capital was sucked
deeper into the war against the Tali
ban.
Terrified n.*sidents hid fn>m
booming guns and grenades that
destniyed the mud-brick house.
The battle claimed sewn lives — a
woman and a child who were in the
house, three intelligence .igents and
two militants.

?

B A N D -T H E ARCH DUKES - llAM TH u K

da Y'

ANNUAL EGG DROP COM PETITION - 12P1ÍTHURS' fRI

I

• ALL MAIORS WELCOME >
'
• S600 IN Prizes a w a r d e d !
• C ompete for br ag g in g Rig h ts

International Briefs

• • •
't

MORE Information AT:
WWW.POLYPACK.CALPOLY.EDU; .s ?
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BEIJING (AP) — Cdiinese
nnnintaineeis made final prepara
tions Wednesday to take the (Olym
pic rianie up Mount E-’verest m a
grand but contentious feat that is
being accorded an unusual mixture
of fanfare and secrecy.
As C'.hina nuirked l(K( d.iys be
fore the start of the Olympics, staterun television began the first of
what were billed as elaborate and
technically difficult live broadcasts
from Everest’s base camp for the
journey up the world’s tallest peak.

MOSCOW (AP) — For nine
decades after Bolshevik execution
ers gunned down Czar Nicholas II
and his family, there were no traces
of the remains of C'mwn Prince
Alexei, the hemophiliac heir to
Kussia’s thmne.
Some said the delicate 13-yearold had somehow survived and
escaped; others believed his bones
were lost in Russia’s vastness.
Nt)w an official says DNA tests
have solved the mystery by identify
ing bone shards found in a forest as
those of Alexei and his sister, Círand
Duchess Maria.
The a-mains of their parents —
Nicholas II and Enipass Alexandra
— and three siblings, including the
czar’s youngest ilaughter, Anastasia,
were unearthed in IWl and a*buried in the imperial resting place in
St. Petersburg.
• • •

W ELLINGTON, New Z ea
land (AP) — Marine scientists
studying the carcass of a rare colos
sal squid said Wednesd.iy they had
measured its eye at about 11 inches
.icross making it the largest animal
eye on Earth.
One of the squid’s two eyes, with
.1 lens as big as an tir.inge. was found
intact as the scientists examined the
creature while it was slowly de
frosted at New Zealand's natuinal
museum.Te Papa Tongarewa.
“This is the only int.ict eye (of
a colossal squid) that’s ever been
found. It’s spectacular,” said Auck
land University ofTechnology squid
specialist Kat Bolstad, one of a team
of international scientists brought in
to examine the creature.
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Funny ladies? Love them!
kiveit / loatheit
by

allison

baker

Pop culture columnist Al, lison Baker loves funny ladies
Tina Fey (middle) and Amy
Poehler (right), who star in
the film “Baby Mama,” now
in theaters.
COtrRTFSY

Last weekend, I (and apparendy the rest of the
inovie-going public) went to see “Baby Mama”
and, to my chagrin, 1 was pleasandy surprised.
Although Tina Fey has consistendy proven her
power to successfially entertain the public with
her written and performed contributions to
“Saturday Night Live” and her series “30 Rock,”
I wasn’t certain that “Baby Mama” would appeal
to anyone in the 18-25 demographic.
The trailer, which apparently tested well, fo
cuses on a 37-year-old businesswoman looking
to have a child via surrtigacy — not exactly a
“Sarah Marshall” type. Even though the film’s
themes seem more appropriate with more ma
ture audiences (the “ 10 p.m. bedtime” audi
ences, not the “rated R ” ones), it still resonated
with a younger crowd. Another selling point

the trailer excluded was that Cireg Kinnear,
Steve Martin and Sigourney Weaver all have
small but uproariously funny roles (although
these actors may have aged the film further).
I suppose 1 am really just excited that two
ladies, without the help of their comedic male
costars, were able to score No. 1 at the box
office. Hats off to those who are successfully
proving that women can be funny (on pur
pose), too. Here are a few other comediennes
who hilariously represent their sex:
Chelsea Handler: You may remember
this sarcastic broad from Lifetime’s “Girl’s
Behaving Badly,” pulling various pranks with
her signature deadpan sincerity. Now, you
can find her hosting her own late-night talk

c

9:

show, “Chelsea Lately,” with her pint-sized
Mexican side-kick Chuy. Handler does for
female comedians what Lance Armstrong did
for men with only one testicle (you don’t
need balls to be funny, or win the Tour de
France). And like Lance, she has her own
book, too, but with a less inspirational title:
“Is that you,Vodka? It’s me Chelsea.”
Kristen Wiig: She first appeared as the
candle-obsessed “Target Lady” opposite Dane
Cook on “SNL,” and then as one-half of
the obnoxiously ignorant “A-hole” duo and
the one-upper from hell, “Penelope.” After
a small role in “Knocked Up” and a larger
role in “Walk Hard: The Dewey Cox Story,”
she quickly took over at “SNL” this year and

is the main standout of the season. Her next
project,“Cihost Town,” stars Ricky (iervais
and Tea Leoni and will be released in August.
Lisa Nova: Mainly garnering attention from
viral videos posted on YouTube, her sketch
comedy channel is rapidly gaining popularity.
Nova is like a chameleon, effortlessly mor
phing from Keira Knightley to buxom Russian
video host “Paulina.” She even has a sketch fea
turing Perez Hilton, the Srnosh boys and a few
other fellow YouTube celebrities. Just think of
her as a female Liam Sullivan (of “Shoes” fame)
— without the egocentric casting choices.
Alliscm Baker is an Htn^lisli senior, .Xiustamj Daily
columnist and pop-culture enthusiast.
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Every week, K C PR , Siw Luis Ohispo, 9i.3 FM,
adds a selection of the new and latest music to its
ever-{froin’n\f library. Below are Jive of those **adds*
to the station this week.

1*110 IDS

Tium òoj/, M ay 1, 2008
N e h o o rk 9 :3 0 - 2:, ItU e n H e w 2 - S :3 0
CkuAtKûush A u d ito r iu m

f o r a l i m a jo rs!

B oris — “ S m ile ” {Soitilimi Lord)
l.ip.iiK'sc... mct.il... Stoners... doom ... ouit.ir... luMviness.
N o A ge — “ N o u n s” [Siih Lop)
N o .Alic sells the h ie k out!

C loiid lan d C anyon {Kranky)
M ils IS A M A Z I N G !

T hank You — “ Terrible T w o” {Thrill Jockey)

Puttin’ the Thrill in your Jockey. RIYL Hella, Health,
Foot Village.
P ortishead — “ T h ird ” (Mercury)

This is not a trip-hop album. Major baild on a major
label putting out a major album. Not trip-hop.
Paul Gambon and Brian Cassidy are KCPR's music
directors.

Division of Student Affars
Cal Poly, Building 124
805 756.2501
WMWcareerservKescalpoly.edu
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Five ofSLO Countys top burrito spots
covered in bright
ly colored murals
and sitting on a
bare dirt road,
Chachos (left) in
Oceano is sure to
impress with its
fresh, handmade
tortillas. Villa Del
Mar (middle) and
Tacos de Acapulco
(right), both in
Grover Beach, are
also sure to satisfy.
GRKG S M ITH
MUSTANG DAILY

Angela Marie Watkins
MUSTANCi DAILY

What’s better than having a
large, warm, delicious and carefully
prepared meal? Having that won
derful meal wrapped in an equally

tasty tortilla thus making a burrito,
the food of the gods. However, not
everyone can make the perfect burrito, and C?hili IVppers is only good
if you’re drunk.
So.ifyou’w a burrito connoisseur, as
I consider myself to be, you need know

whew the bc“st places to hilfill your
burrito dc*sires are. 1have taken the liberty to pwpare a list of the bc*st burrito
places in San Luis Obispo Cauinty.
Tacos de Acapulco (Grover Beach)
Although the usual fillings of-

fered for burritos — carnitas, came
asada, polio, refried beans made with
lard — scare aw.iy most potential
vegetarian and vegan customers,
there are a few burrito places that
have alternatives on their menus.
One of the best that does is Tacos de

Acapulco in Grover Beach.
Tucked away in a small shopping
center a half mile south of Grover’s
main drag, (iratid Avenue, Tacos de
Acapulco is large enough for you
to sit down and enjoy a meal while
enjoying a C'orona and watching

c re a tio n s

Corn Products U.S. is a business unit of Corn Products
International, Inc., one of the world’s largest corn
refiners and a major supplier of high-quality food
ingredients and industrial products derived from the
wet milling and processing of corn and other
starch-based materials. With net sales of $3.39 billion
in 2007, the Company operates 35 plants in 15
countries, including company-owned operations. Joint
ventures, alliances and technical agreements.

From one kernel
corner a HorkI
of pof^^lhilitieH.

Meet us on campus on Thursday, April 30,2008
Full tim e position for Chemical Engineers in Stockton, CA.

Submit resumes to margit.mcphillips@cornproducts.com, or call (209) 982-1920

767 Higuera Street |Downtown SLO

www.cornproducts.comwww.cornproductsus.com
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Univision.
On top of that, the burrito mak
ers are fast, friendly and often re
member your order even if you’ve
only been there once.The extensive
menu also includes vegetarian and
vegan burritos that are a tasty blend
of beans, carrots, potatoes and what
ever else you might want to add.
Villa Del Mar (Grover Beach)
Villa Del Mar is yet another ex
cellent burnto stop in Cirover Beach.
While its burritos an* ordinary-tair,
the cooks at this restaurant never go
vvTong, unlike some other hit-and-miss
burrito businesses. The carne asada is
probably marinated in lemon and lime
more so than other places, giving it a
sweet Liste, and the onions are cooked
as opposed to the tfesh-iiiced onions
usually stuffed in burritos.
Inside, the restiurant offers Ixxiths
and a bar when* you can sit, as well as a
jukebox stuffed fiill of Spanish music.
But what really makes this place
special is its seafood enchiladas made
with shrimp and crab covered in a
white sauce — all for a steal at $ 10.95.
It ni.iy not be a burrito, but an enchi
lada is close enough to earn Villa Del
Mar a space on the best burritos list.
Chacho’s (Oceano)
Chacho’s in Oceano is only one
mile south on Highway 1 fix)m Bismo
Beach and offers one of the best bur
ritos you can find in South County.
The place is easy to spot — it’s a
small square body sitting on the cor
ner of a bare dirt lot and is covered
in brightly colored murals and win
dows with bars over them. A fam
ily runs the place, and the youngest
member, a precocious girl who, ac
cording to her mother, once asked
for an old cash register for her birth
day often runs the cash register.
If the atmosphere isn’t enough to
sell you on this place, be assured: the
restaurant’s burritos are definitely de
serving of a best burrito title.The se
cret behind this inconspicuous eatery
is not that all the fcxxl is made fresh
— which it is — but that their torti
llas are handmade at Cdiacho’s, which
is a rare find indeed and great assur
ance that anything you order at C'ha-

cho’s will keep you coming back.
Rubio's (Atascadero)
This list cannot be complete
without at least one North County
offering, and that offering would
have to be Rubio’s. Tucked within
a narrow space in Atascadero’s Vons
shopping center, Rubio’s has a large
menu, but the burritos shine among
the Mexican meal masses.
The Mexican rice is fiiiffy and
not dry like most Mexican rice, and
the burritos come stocked with fresh
shredded lettuce and diced tomatoes.
They also offer a variety of burrito
sizes in case you are on a diet, and
their cilantro isn’t chopped but left
as whole stems and leaves giving the
burrito an extra punch of flavor.
To top it off, they have Mexican
soda — that is, soda made in Mexi
co with real sugar and contained in
long recycled bottles. It is some seri
ously tasty carbonated goodness.
All the seating is in booths, so
you can have a little extra privacy.
Don’t be surprised if the man at the
cashier register is wearing pajama
pants with garlic on them.
R om o’s Market (Guadalupe)
For those of you who didn’t try to
stalk Johnny 1)epp when he came to
the Central C'oast to film “Pirates of
the C’aribbean 3,” you probably don’t
know where Ciuadalupe is, and you
should be ashamed of yourselves. This
little town, which was spruced up in
2002 to provide an early l ‘XK)s set
ting for “Seabiscuit” scene's, is hidden
south of San Luis Obispo on Highway
1. (Technically Guadalupe is in Santa
Barbara C'ounty, but I’m willing to
overkxvk that for the sake of a cultural
experience and burrito goodness.)
The town is mostly three blocks
of store fixints surrounded by farm
land.Yet, near the end of this threeblock main street is a Mexican mar
ket and deli called Rom o’s Market.
At the back of this small grocery
store, past the deli displaying raw pig
feet, is a small metal cart with some
burrito fixings. Although there is a
menu hanging above the cart, most
of the letters are missing and you
may think you’re in the wrong place.

S h o w T ’^ ^
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but if you wait awhile someone will
eventually come up and help you.
The burritos automatically come
filled with sour cream and guaca
mole, so if you’re not a fan, speak up

quick, but 1 recommend silence since
both are delicious. However, cheese
is not included, so if you just can’t
live without cheese, inform the per
son making your burrito. In my case.

,SAN LUIS .OBISI'O. CA
-----------------
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the thick and flavorful beans on these
babies are good enough to make me
forget my cheese obsession, making
this place a must try for any burrito
and adventure-craving fanatic.
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Got the m unchies?
Friday and Saturday nights
from 10-1 am. Including pizza,
hot wings, and more.

rib nigl

calls and
house brews
open beirut
Nintendo Wii's
pool tables

appetizers

1119 G a rd e n St. I w w w .dow ntow nbrew .com |

how m uch you love her this M other’s Day!
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M-TH 1 la m -8 p m
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Finally, a decent look at John Adams
Zach Cannon
l VMKl

Its tMsy to find at least some rel
evance to modern times in HBO’s
historical drama “John Adams.”
I hough the events took place
well over two centuries ago, there’s
something vaguely familiar in the
speeches about uniting a people
against a common enemy and for a
greater good.
It could be a metaphor for the
division in modern .America and
the promises of' change we all keep
hearing or for the United States
40 years ago, when Martin Luther
King, Jr. delivered his famous “ I
Have a Dream” speech, or even for
the state of Iraq, which finds itself
split between Sunni and Shiites.

Whatever the producers of"John
Adams” intended to draw parallels
to, what can’t be denied is the uni
versality of its premise, (iertainly, it’s
not just the history of the Ameri
can Kevolution and John Adams’
struggles to create the United States
that make the miniseries compel
ling, but the tenacity and endurance
of both American ideals and the hu
man spirit.
With such rich themes as those,
vou’d think more people before Tom
1lanks, who serves as e.xecutive pro
ducer on “John Adams,” would have
tried to make an epic cinematic ver
sion of the Kevolutionary War.
All that readily comes to mind
are A1 Pacino’s "Kevolution,” the
Mel Ciibson-lead “The Patriot,” and
the musical “ 177b,” which featured a

Thui/doy ItlOUITimCI
Downtown Centre Cinema
Iron Man 8,00
Harold & K u m a r Escape from G uantanam o
Bay 2:00, 4:45, 7:30, 10:15
Q u tiM f
B ab y Mama 2:45, 5:15, 7:45, 10:15
Sm art People 2:45, 5:15, 7:45, 10:15
88 Minutes 2:00, 4:30, 7:00, 9:30
Forgetting Sarah
Leatherheads 1:40,4:20, 7:00, 9:40
Marshall 8:00
N im ’s Island 1:45, 4:15
Leatherheads
21 1 :3 0,4:1 5,7:0 0,9:4 5
10:00

Dflve-ln

singing John Adams, played by none
other than Mr. Feeny himself, Wil
liam Daniels. But none of those re
ally make a case for a good movie.
Not many people have tried
to tell the story of Adams and the
American Kevolution, and none
have succeeded as well as “John
Adams.”
For one, few other productions
can boast such a deep and strong
cast. In the titular role, Paul (liamatti perfectly captures Adams. (Yes,
1 realize, as many have complained,
that he looks little like .Adams, but
he didn’t look a thing like the real
F4arvey IVkar and that didn’t make
much of a difference, did it?). His
sometimes-snotty demeanor trans
lates well to the character, who, as
he describes himself in the second

Fremont Theatre
Forgetting Sarah Marshall 4:25, 7:10,
9:45
D eception 4:35, 7:00, 9:30
T h e Forbidden K in gd o m 5:00, 7:30,
10:05
Miss Pettigrew Lives For A Day 4:45
Street K ings 7:20, 10:00

Palm Theatre
Shine a Light 4:15, 6:45, 9:15
S n o w A n g e ls 4:15, 6:45, 9:15
U nde r the Sam e M oon 4:15, 7:00, 9:15

STORAGE
$10 Gets You In!
(month of May only)
$10 in cash, student ID with ad will
secure you a spot for June 1st, 2008

installment, was ‘
ions, suspected
unpopular.”
But,
more
importantly, it’s
(iiamatti’s ev
eryday-guy
believability
that makes
him
so
wonderful
to watch.
Kvenwhen
he’s shoul
dering the
weight of
the baby na
tion, (iiamatti
plays
Adams
with such wis
dom, determina
tion and candor, it’s
impossible not to like
him, even when he’s defending
the Iked Coats responsible for the
Boston Massacre or disagreeing with
a strangely fickle Benjamin Franklin
(played by Tom Wilkinson with the
same crazy-like-a-fox zest he brought
to Michael Clayton).
As the old adage goes, behind ev
ery great man, there’s a great woman
and behind Giamatti — no, beside
him — is Laura Linney as Abigail
Adams.
Long before feminism was even
a term, Abigail was a tough cookie.
She stood up for women’s rights,
opposed slavery and raised her chil
dren while her husband was away
creating a new country, and, in
“John Adams,” she does all that and
more.
When her husband seeks council
in the courtroom and in the Conti
nental (Congress, he turns to Abigail.
Linney’s signature reservation lends
to Abigail a sense of class, but the ac
tress also pulls out charm and spunk
(all in a corset!) and makes Abigail
the smartest, strongest woman this
side of the Atlantic.
Behind those great leads, though,
is a stellar supporting cast. As George
Washington, David Morse from
“House” exhibits a quiet thought
fulness that creates the kind of aura
you’d expect Washington to have.
British thespian Stephen Dillane plays Thomas Jefferson as a
shy and quiet statesman, a far cry
from how he’s typically remem
bered, but will still no doubt be
someone fun to watch grow into
his legacy over the course of the
miniseries.
Though he plays a small part.

NEW

HBO’s “John
Adams” takes a
historical look
at the nation’s
second presi
dent and
the Revo
lutionary
War, and
still man
ages to
remain
relevant
for mod
ern audi
ences.
ca n 'R i KSY m o T O

Justin Theroux dis
appears into John Flancock, leaving behind much
of the goofy characters he’s played
before.
One of the best casting choices
comes as Danny Huston, whose
dark demeanor embodies Samuel
Adams intense rabble-rouser spirit.
Part of the fun of “John Adams”
is discovering an American history
rewritten. As‘Flanks, director Tom
Hooper and writer Kirk Ellis would
have it, the colonists actually started
the Boston Massacre, Washington
was unsure if he was right to be the
general of the American army, Han
cock was a smuggler and Sam Ad
ams never mentions beer! Is it true?
I’m an English and communica
tions major, not a history one, but
it’s not hard to imagine that what’s
been taught as fact was all a bit of
American legend.
Even what has become leg
end makes its way into the script
though. Wilkinson, for one, is forced
to spit out Franklin’s signature pearls
of wisdom, but he manages to de
liver them with enough pop that it
doesn’t annoy too much.
In fact, the only true nuisance
in “John Adams” is Hooper’s use of
oblique tilts, shaky handheld cam
eras, tight shots and odd framing.
It partly gives the feeling that the
whole world is about to explode
with something new, but it seems
more like Hanks and Hooper tried
to employ modern aesthetics to
make such an old story relatable to
today’s audience. Lucky for them,
it already is; that much should be
self-evident.
“John Adams” airs at 9 p.m. Sun
days on HBO.
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Open 7 days/week
Office Hours: 8:00 am to 4:30 pm
Gate Hours: 7:00 am to 7:00 pm
Closed all major holidays
D o n 't be c a u g h t w ith o u t s to ra g e !

( 805)

We gladly accept

S u n d c i^ n lg h l/ 7 : 0 0
Ag a p e
Ch u r c h
9 5 0
La u r e a t e

i n

Lane

S an
l u i s
o b i s p o
“ 'a g a p e s l o . o r g

S 5 ill-0 7 7 7 ^
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950 Laureate Lane

546-9788

154 Suburban Rd
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
(behind Food 4 Less)
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Sunday
& 10:30 a m

W ednesday
(U-Haul Only)

7 :0 0 p m

Pop C u ltu re S h o ck Th e ra p y by D oug B ratton
G irls & S p o rts by Justin Borus and A n d re w Feinstein
LOOK AT ALL THE
CUTE filRLS ON
THIS DATING WEBSITE
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WHY DOES YOUR PROFILE
SAY YOU'RE ff'l"? YOU'RE
NOWHERE NEAR ffT !
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HEY, ALL THE OTHER
GUYS ADD A FEW INCHES
TO THEIR HEIGHT. I T S
LIKE AN NBA ROSTER
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Crossword

Across
1 Big kid?
5 Burns and
Cowper
10 Sit heavily
14 Sch of the
Runnin’ Rebels
15 Apply
16 Locale of the
highways Hi
and H2
17 Served to
perfection’’
18 Animal in the
2005 film
Madagascar”
19 Sound of silver
striking crystal
20 South-of-theborder border
town
portmanteau
23 “___certainly do
not'*
24 Te-.... cigars
25 Plains border
town
portmanteau
33 Downed
34 Cellar stock

35 Cheerful, proud,
powerful sort, it s
said
36 Each state,
symbolically
37 Displayed
audacity
38 Fire starter?
39 Up to
40 Caltle-herding
canine
41 Usher to the
parlor
42 Mid-Atlantic
border town
portmanteau
45 issue pikes and
poleaxes, e g.
46 Switzerland's
Léman
47 South-central
border town
portmanteau
55 Minestrone
morsels
56 "The Big Trail" or
“The Big
Stampede”
57 Source for an
outburst
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58 The Putumayo
River forms part
of Its northern
border
59 Two bells, in a
sailor’s middle
watch
60 Pressing need’’
61 Milk dispenser
62 Encounters
63 Donkey
Down
1 Acquisition of
the U S. in the
SpanishAmerican War
2 A while ago
3 Doonesbury s
daughter in
“Doonesbury"
4 Takeout
alternative
5 1950s-’70s
Chevy
6 Jump and a twist
7 Do trailers?
8 Run (out of)
9 Like some poorly
washed windows
10 Aphrodisiac,
perhaps
11 Not of the cloth
12 “Horrors!"
13 Palooka
21 Nighttime
scavenger,
informally
22 Shopping
season?
25 Holmes of
“Dawson’s
Creek”
26 In the least
27 Bestow
28 Doleful air
29 Buck___, first
AfricanAmerican coach
in Miuor League
Baseball
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IN T E R E S T S : LUR iNO PfeOfU
TO My HOME To A ILL, COOK,
AN b E A T T H S f^ j Q O L f

There’s Someone for Evervone

5uIdoIku
Puzzle^y Pappocom
Complete the grid so that every row, column and 3x3 box
contains every digit from 1 to 9 inclusively.
Puzz>« by Staph«n Edward Andaraon

30 More foxy
31 Raptor’s perch
32 "So___?”
33 Abbr before a
date
37 Campus digs
38 Dove
40 Italian sweetie
41 Team letters
43 Hit the limit

44 Bells and
whistles, say
47 Decision-making
diagram
48 Fitch of
Abercrombie &
Fitch
49 Sugar___.
Marilyn
Monroe's role in
“Some Like It
Hot”

50 To ___(just so)
51 Straight up
52 Tic-tac-toe
choice
53 Skin So Soft
maker
54 Trolled
55 Make up one's
mind

For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1.49 a minute; or. with a
credit card, 1-800-814-5554.
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years- 1-888-7-ACROSS.
Online subschptions: Today's puzzle and more than 2,000
past puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($39.95 a year).
Share tips: nytimes com/puzzleforum. Crosswords for young
solvers: nytimes com/learnir>g/xwords.
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Take a break!
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and visit
Solution, tips, and computer program at www.sudoku.com

mustangdaily.net
® photo slideshows
o podcasts
o send letters to the editor
® post story comments
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IStight:

FREE Safe Ride Home!
W e pick you up ancJ take you home!
Thursday, Friday and Saturday
Z-ride: 8 0 5 .7 0 4 .1 9 0 5
Dance, have fun, and be safe
For customers only.r
2010 Parker St |SLO 9 the comer of High i
Behind Smart & Final 1805 544 CLL
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Driving a hybrid:

editors & staff
editor in chief Knsten Marschall
managing editor Ryan
Chartrand

news editor Giana Magnoli
news designer Sara Ham ilton
wire editor Chnstina Casci
sports editor Donovan Aind
sports designer Launen Rabaino
arts editor Janelle Eastndge
arts designer Brooke
Robertson

photo editor Graig Mantle
photographers Bryan Beilke,
N ick Camacho, Ryan Polei, Benjamin
Rozak, Gneg Smith

design editor Lauren Rabaino
copy editors W hitney Diaz, Jessica
Ford, Megan Madsen, Sara W nght

layout manager Andrew
Santos-johnson

advertising coordinator
Jessica Lutey

business managers Sarah
Caitionel, Brittany Kelley

advertising managers Gaby
H o rta Ashley Singer

ad designers Laura Jew, Kelly
M cCay Sara Rudy Andrew Santosjohnson, Lauten Sexton, Melissa Titus

advertising representatives
Juiianne Baker Cassie Carlson, M e
gan Dilley, Kaitlin Gallivan, Emily Lake.
Charlotte Lilley, Jessica Schnoeder
C ourtney Sherman, Kacy Shin, Jenny
Staskus, M ai-Chi Vu, Reed Zelezny

facuity adviser George Ramos
general manager Paul Brttick

write a letter
Mustang Daily reserves the nght
to edit letters fo r grammar profanities
and length. Letters, com m entanes and
ca ilo o n s do not represent the views o f
the Mustang Daily, Please lim it length to

250 words. Letters should include the
wnter's full name, phone num ber major
and class standing. Letters must com e
from a Cal Poly e-mail account D o not
send letters as an attachm ent Please
;end the text in the body o f the e-mail.

By e-mail:
mustangdailyopinions@gmail.com

Is it worth looking like a sissy?
Lee Barats:
Yes, I did the math.

Sean Michetti:
No, show me some manly
alternative energy.

Now don’t get me wrong, it's not like I don't
think driving a hybrid will make you appear
If you ask a hundred students for their feelings
pretentious and feminine. I totally do. In fact,
on gas prices, you would hear more moaning than
mv entire argument is based on that assump
on the set of a porno movie. 1 have to admit. I’ve
by
tion. All I’m saying is that when you complete
been moaning as loudly as any of you; gas prices
Lee Barats
ail in-depth cost analysis, you'll make mone>---are mocking us at an average of $4 per gallon.
and
Sean Michetti
even when factoring in damages to your ego!
But listen people, when the ship is sinking, you
The first step is to ask yourself, "what
can’t just jump out. Grab a bucket and start scoop
amount of money do I put on my manly im
ing, for God’s sake, just because you’re spending
$80 every week on gas, doesn’t mean you scream mutiny and exchange
age?" 1 thought of an event as emasculating as driving a hybrid for a
your rugged 4x4 for a leafy Prius. Ifyou give in now and purchase a hybrid
day: losing a fight to a girl in public. I asked myself,"Hey Lee, neglect
Prius, you’re just handing an easy win to automobile engineers.They have
ing physical pain, bow much money would you need to get beaten
any number of hip and powerful alternative energy sources at their finger
up by a girl in front of everyone?” My answer: S4. Therefore, my ego
tips and what do they settle on for a Prius engine? A silent battery — the
suffers S4 in damages every day I drive a hybrid vehicle.
Cdiarlie C'haplin of cars.
Now that that's established, let’s look at some actual hybrid cars. I
We’ve used batteries our entire lives; they’re not new or exciting. I was
decided when looking at new cars, the buyer will have to make a deci
under
the impression that when we made a certain technology better, we
sion between the Toyota Camry and the Prius. A new' C?amry (24 mpg)
did so by adding new features that astonish customers — technology that
will cost you about $18,OOO, compared to $20,000 for a new Prius (4H
bathes
even the most tech-savvy users. Batteries take a step backward; it’s
mpg). But wait a second: the government is ofJfermg tax incentives on
like a band playing an entire second set after an encore. We only wanted
hybrid vehicles of up to $2,000! So, the up-front cost difference is ba
one more song out of you, battery.
sically a wash. Now, assuming an average gas price over the life of your
Maybe if another, non-sissy, alternative energy were used. I’d be more
car of $4.50 (probably a bit low), and an average annual driving dis
receptive to Prius hybrids. For example, if the car were powered by mys
tance of 20,000 miles per year, the Prius will save you $1,H75 a year!
terious rocks found on Mars, or by Mentos and 1)iet C?oke. Those two
Now, is that worth the loss in image? Dividing the yearly cost by
options use absolutely no gas and one is a YouTube phenomenon — the
365, we get a daily savings of $5.14 by going hybrid. That covers the
marketing is already in the bag!
“image tax" with $1.14 left over. That’s not even including the money
I don’t understand how these Marvel movies, such as “Iron Man,” can
you’ll save on maintenance or the time you’ll save by driving in those
depict their heroes traveling in heroic ways and the auto companies don’t
special hybrid lanes! What will you do with your $1.14? Save the
catch on. It’s obvious that the future of travel is not a hybrid vehicle; it w ill
Earth? Thought so.
be personalized rocket suits or rocket boards. This would also help reduce
The choice is simple. Hybrids will save the environment and finan
pollutants, because rocket suits do not require fuel, but are run purely on
cially compensate you for your lost street cred. So when your friends
your built-up hatred toward those that killed a loved one or kept you
make fun of your new Prius, toss a dollar in their face and say, “and 1
locked ill captivity. Plus, there is nothing sissy about a chain-gun wrist
still got 14 cents left over, BITCH!”
band. Rocket suits will be as popular as the “Macarena," and everyone
will be wearing them.
Tell the battery its time has come and gone, the break up is over and
we've moved on. Then invest in a rocket suit company, order a pro^
to-type in your favorite color, and Hy around the city, locking
in on every Prius. just wait and see how their battery
engines handle a direct shot from a tomahaw k
missile.

By mail:

U r lianus is a niecluviical eiit^inecriivu senior iwil Seon .Michetti
is aJonniitlisin .senior. Ilirots
iind Michetti ore .\íustont¡ Daily
hninor cohnnnists and can he con
tacted at rit.sfor'ldts(ci^\’niail.coni.

Letters to the Editor
Building 26, Room 226
Cal P b ly.S LO .C A 93407

corrections
The Mustang Daily staff takes pnde in
publishing a daily new spaper fo r the Cal
Poly campus and the neighboring com 
munity. W e appreciate your readership

c:OURTESY PHOTO

and are thankful fo r your careful reading.
Please send your correction suggestions
t<

mustangdaily(^gmail.com.

notices
The Mustang Daily is a "designated
public forum." Student editors have full
authority to make all content decisions
w ithout censorship o r advance ap
proval.
The Mustang Daily is a free newspa

S(“ii(l your opinions, rants and
raves in 2;‘)(l words or less to

per; how ever the removal o f m ore than
one copy o f the paper per day is sub
ject to a cost o f 50 cents per issue.

tnustangdaiIyopinions@gmailcom
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GUEST COMMENTARY

May the fourth
be with you
This Sunday is a nioinentous holidiiy and undoubtedly one of iny favorite
days out of the year. Yes that’s right.This Sunday is National Star Wars Day.
It’s been 10 years since 1 was first introduced to a galaxy far, tar away; three
since 1 waited in line for the last time to see a “Star Wars” movie in theaters,
and two since 1 started growing my own padawan braid. Unsurprisingly, when
people see me sporting my Anakin T-shirt or catch a glimpse of the lightsaber
hanging on my wall, 1 get asked why 1 love these movies so much and I’ve
never really had a good answer. Sure, 1 like space battles and lightsabers as much
as the next guy but there’s something more. Something I can’t quite e.xplain
— something to do with choices and standing up for what you believe in and
the triumph of the human spirit over overwhelming odds and the victory of
humanity over technology.
Strangely enough, it was aTirget employee who helped me understand why
I’m so attached to my beloved saga. 1was wandering through the little kids sec
tion when I came across a shirt that had a Lego Darth Vader on it. Seeing this, I
got ridiculously excited, for here were my two favorite geeky obsessions on one
shirt. Unfortunately they didn’t have one in anything other than really tiny sizes
so 1 asked an employee if there were any sizes that would fit me. She shook her
head and then told me, “We all have to grow up sometime.” Ouch. 1just got
burned by a Tirget employee.
1)o we? Do we have to grow up? I’m graduating in June. I’m being thrown
into the real world. A world where I’ll have to sit at a desk for nine hours a day, a
world where I don’t get Fridays off— basically, a world where I have to act like
an adult. But when I sit down and watch one of my “Star Wirs” tapes, for two
hours I don’t have to be an adult. 1 can become absorbed in a world where the
heroes are ide.ilistic farmboys and the villains are cackling egomaniacs. A world
where a bunch of teddy bears can overcome the elite troops of the empire and
a son’s love is able to redeem his father and save the galaxy. As the band (T-nter
1)ivide put It, a world where “Viider wore black, Luke wore white, and I know
the Force will make things ,ill right.”
That’s why 1 love "Star Wirs" — because it takes me back to a time when
things were simple. When I didn’t have to worry about evervthing I do now. So
this Sunday let your inner tanboy (or fangirl) out of the closet Swing that stick '
broom pole/PVC'. pipe around while making lightsaber noises. Try to mindtrick your mommates into baking you cookies. Imitate C.hewbacca/K2D2/
Tusken Kaiders until your voice is gone.Just take some time to remember what
It was like to be a kid. May the fourth be with you.
Diane Ziiida is an economics junior and a Mustanci ¡^aily c’nest columnist.
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If I have to listen to one
more smug libertarian...
I

I
*

*
1

So you know what re.illy cheeses
me about libertarians. Let me ba*ak
this down for you: we can view the
two major polirical parties in general
terms of their social and economic
views and that each of these views
can been as either libertarian or au
thoritarian. I know this isn’t perfect,
but I think any polirical mind can
agree that this is a rough approxima
tion. Now Democrats tend to be socially libertarian (government hands
off personal lives) and economically
authoritarian (government has more
power economically thixiugh taxa
tion and spending). The Republicans
would be the opposite, government
with a bigger say in our personal lives
and out of the economy. So a libertar
ian would be torn between the two
parries. They would have to say “well
I agree with the Democrats that abor
tion, gay marriage, etc should be per
sonal decisions, but 1 also agree with
Republicans that ffee-enterprise and
the invisible hand should guide our
economy.” Again, these are rough ste
reotypes, but still generally accurate.
So our Libertarian should be torn,
no clue who to vote for, they half
agree with both parries.Yet when push
comes to shove, when it comes rime
to pencil in their vote, they break Re
publican. Why is that? Why is the sign
at the libertarian booth at the Farmers’

Market always “Stop the War on Pov
erty?” Why is our resident libertarian
leader Jeamiy Hicks taking the time
to lash out the evil Democrats who
may want to “steal” his money while
giving the Republicans, who want to
“steal” his social fa'edoms, a pass? And
don’t get me started on Ron Paul. I
have never been so embarra.s.sed to be
a CSC major as when 1saw Ron Paul
hysteria grip the Internet. So what
trait could the Republicans have that
push most Libertarians over?
It’s the money. Libertarians are
greedy. Money means more to them
than their individual freedoms. It’s
the only way I can get this to make
sense. Now while I may disagree with
Libertarian philosophy, I respect that
it has some merits. What I don't like
are Libertarians, not the philosophy or
polirical beliefs — the people. I have
never been insulted in the course of
a polirical debate as often as I have
when arguing with a Ron Paul sup
porter. Libertarians are bad people
because their entire political views are
about getting as much money as you
can, not the principle of individual
freedom that a real Libertarian would
truly believe.
Nathan Giusti is a computer science
junior and a Mustang Daily guest colum
nist.
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wounded soldier (woon'ded sòl jer), n. Any beer at a party that has been
abandoned by its owner.

LETTERS
TO THE EDITOR
D o n 't ju st G o o g le

GUEST COMMENTARY

C P F '

I would have hoped that the
contributors for the Mustang
Daily have more skill than a
monkey tapping on keys. It ap
pears I was wrong.
In the article “Supermileage”
(which, by the way, is not even a
W ORD), the writer stated that
the club received funding from
Individual Retirement Accounts.
I wasn’t aware that the federal
government was into support

Let me propose a one-step solu
tion program to eliminate igno
rance in America today. Step 1:
Do not watch MTV. How could
I could be wrong by w’atching
a show titled “The Real World,”
which obviously provides valu
able insight to real life. Now I
know there are varying degrees
of racism that are prevalent in
our society today, and 1 am not
refuting any of your claims.
But I read this article as that
you watched MTV and took it
as a source for a “real” view of
modern day life. The characters
Kim and Brianna are actors.
They are paid to be on that
show. Do you honestly think if
Kim and Brianna just sat around
and discussed the finer points of
cultural diversity and relevant
news topics in a civil manner

ing college clubs. 1 assume the
writer found the acronym “ IRA”
and subsequently “Cioogled” it. If
she were to take any investigative
initiative, she would have found
“ Instructionally Related Activi
ties” on the C'al Poly Web site.
Please tell your writers to
actually research their facts and
not let (ioogle do the legwork
for them.
Ashley Evans
Aerospace engineering senior

D o n 't vo te R ev. W right
for p resid en t
1 would like to thank Ms.
Gilmore for her article on Rev.
Wright on Wednesday. Her eluci

that people would still watch the
show? Hell no. MTV would go
bankrupt. I would write a whole
article on why I hate MTV and
what it does to its viewers but
I’m too lazy right now.Take
MTV for what it is — entertain
ment. Nothing more. Focus on
the problems, like racism, far
away from garbage television.
— Michael Macedo
Kesponse to “Keeping it (Current:
Ignorance is hlissless"
This is surprising, but neverthe
less, what a blessed mom and
baby. There could have been fatal
complications for either or both
of them just because it is laborand it can get messy. Anyway,
I’m so glad that they are physi
cally doing well ... emotionally,
however. I’ll be praying they find
great joy in this situation and
bond. Best of luck to you both.
— Brittany
Response to "Bahy horn in Fremont
H air
Angela — you’re running a pa

dation of the situation at hand has
caused me to radically reconsider
my vote: I have decided with
certainty that I will NOT vote
for Rev. Wright to be president
of the United States.
I have one request: to remind
myself, and the rest of the voters,
how important it is that we do
not elect Rev. Wright into office.
I ask that Ms. (iilmore discuss this
issue ad nauseuni until election
day to the exclusion of any of the
candidates’ policy positions or
qualifications. This election is too
important for that kind of petty
discourse.Thank you.
Stephen Becker
Architecture senior

perless campaign but have wood
en sandwich boards all around
campus? Doesn’t this defeat the
purpose of an “environmentally
friendly” campaign?
—

Em m a

Response to “Kramer pushes for
representation, sustainahility ”
Emma — I spoke with Angela
and she informed me that all of
the sandwich boards, as well as
the banners, are recyled. After
the campaign ends, the sandwich
boards will be donated to clubs
and the banners returned so that
they can be used again. Angela
— this is a great article and I’m
so proud of what you’re doing
and what you stand for. Sustain
ability is the next revolution and
Cal Poly needs to take initiative!
We can do a lot for the greater
good and it’s time we do. I know
your activism will bring Cal Poly
to where it needs to be.VOTE
FOR ANGELA!
—

Alecia

Response to “Kramer pushes for
representation, sustainahility"
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M a jo r L e a g u e B a seba ll B riefs
Padres 4, Phillies 2

Dodgers 13, Marlins 1

Giants 3, Rockies 2

PUll ADKM'HIA — Adri.in
Cionzakv hit a t\vt)-rim homer and
(dinsYoung pitched six elective in
nings tiir the Padres, who uon tor
the second time in nine games.
After giving up a two-run homer
to (. díase Utley in the first. Young
(2-2) allowed three hits o\er his last
five innings, striking out six and
walking three.
dadahito Iguclii hail four hits aiul
dnne in a run tor San 1)iego.
|oe riiatcherand 1leath Bell each
pitched a scoreless inning and d re\or
1iotfman got his fifth s.ive in se\cn
opportunities with a scoreless ninth.
I.iniie .Moyer (1-2) gave up nine hits.

MIAMI — Cdiad Billingsley
pitched seven innings to win for the
tirst time this season and Rafael Fdircal had a career-high five hits for the
I )odgers.
Furc.il went .S-for-i> w ith a dou
ble, giving him 17 extra-base hits, the
most by a 1)odger at the end of April
since the team moved to Los Angt“les in t't.SS. 1ureal’s average rose to
..Wl.
Billingslev (1-4) allowed three hits
and one run to lower his IdL.'X from
to ,S.2if 1le had eight strikeouts,
giving him 40 in 27 ’ ^innings.
Scott Olsen (3-1) allowed sewn
hits and tour runs in fiw iiininus.

SAN FRANCdSCX) — Jose
Cdistillo ended a 4.S0 at-bat homerless drought with a tiebreaking shot
to lead off the seventh inning and
Fred Lew is preserved the lead with
a diving catch in the eighth for the
(liaiits.
C'astillo’s homer to left field otF
Rvan Speier (0-1) was his first since
Aug. 14. 200(). for Pittsburgh against
Milwaukee.
Merkin Valdez (1-0) pitched 1 la
hitless innings to earn his first career
win and Brian Wilson got three outs
for his ninth saw in lo chances.

Blalock, Wong headed to
NCAA Championships

-.Assodati'd /Vc.w

(D e n n ^

MUSTAN(. DAIIV
Cal Poly sophomores Brittany Blalock, left, and Steffi Wong, right, were
14-7 in dual doubles play this year. I he duo is ranked 46th in the nation.
EU N KO/AK

BUILD YOUR OWN

Make it your own by
picking any four items
off the slam
menu for

LÂ M

$ 5.99

SLAM IT ÜP!

MUSIANi. DAIlYSIMI RI I'ORI
Brittany Blalock and Steffi Wong,
both sophomores from the C!al Poly
women’s tennis team, will compete
as a doubles tandem at the N("AA
Cdiampionships in late May. the
N('AA announced Wednesday.
Fheir trip to the championships,
which w'ill be held May 21 through
Mav 2b at the Michael I). Cfise Ten
nis C'enter in Fulsa. Okla.. marks the
first ever by a Mustangs individual
or doubles team.
"They have been very consis
tent all year, from the All-American
Tournament in September to the

end of the season,” Mustangs head
coach 1high Bream said in a news
release. "It’s a great achievement for
them and for the program.”
Fuesday, the duo was named to
the All-Big West (auiference First
Feani following a 14-7 dual campaign.
Blalock and Wong, ranked 4bth
in the nation by the Intercollegiate
Fennis .Association, automatically
qualified for the 32-team champi
onships by virtue of being ranked in
the top bO.
The twosome went 2-3 this sea
son against other teams that were
selected.
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BASEBALL

@ Baggett Stadium

¥S.UNLV
Friday
Saturday^"
Sunday «

May 2
May 3
• May 4

6 p .m .,
6 p.m.
1 p.m, ♦

"Country Western Day"
^2

G«t decked out in your country gear and get out to Bog^tt „J
Stad»um (iw».S«tundBy •Best Country Western Themed v
Costumes win some

prizes! JoindM iM asteRgl^M li^

lor a FraEEsttateft'^QprioftBtheJ*as» aH5 P-nt4

SOFTBALL

® Bob Janssen Field

vs,UCÙAVIS
Saturday (OH)

MÍay 3

4 p.m.

♦Youth jersey Oay^^AB youth, 13 and under.,r^ive
vreartog a Jersey to the garnet

FREE admission

Rohi/n Kontra, Senior
Valencia, C.4

** Mustang Softha» 2rid Annual Strikeout Cancer Day fairs llrat ms^e a minimum $?0 donation to the.> ' American Cani;-ef Society will re<:,eive a commènroràtìve ■
link Cai Prty T-shki cek4>*atwifi the dayYs eventsi!

l lie Mas‘^iii¡;luuu, junior
Benicia, CA

Adfhlsstoft FREE fdr Cat PWy Students!!

I t «VT C i 1 '

«<fl 1 f l C»

.11;, Jt H i# .Si .1 J. ili 9l

S ports
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spective players right about now.
josh Howard, a borderline allstar for the Mavericks, went on Mi
chael Irvins (appropriately enough)
radio show to clarify to the public
that a newspaper article claiming he
smokes marijuana is indeed true, and
that he doesn’t think tokin’ up in the

offseason is that big of a deal.
While I agree with his stance and
applaud his honesty, it couldn’t liave
come at a worse time for the .Mav
ericks, who lost later that night to
the New Orleans Hornets and have
since been eliminated.
Bochy, on the other hand, had
to demote $ 126-inillion man Barry
Zito to the bullpen after he gave
up eight runs Sunday to become
the third pitcher in the history of
baseball to go 0-6 in the month of
April.
The (iiants now h.ive the most
expensive reliever in the iiujor
leagues, out-earning the likes of
Mariano Rivera by $3 million. 7'his
can officially be called the worst
free-agent signing in professional
sports history, (^f course, then there’s
the L.A. Dodgers and Andruw Jones,
aka the BIG blue blunder.
Back to the subject of facial ex
pressions — did anyone see the look
of despair on Mark ("uban’s face
Sunday night when Jason Kidd was
ejected for a flagrant foul? Priceless.

In the rest of the NBA playoffs,
the I A. Lakers easily ilispatched
the Denver Nuggets in a sweep. I he
Phoenix Suns tried to st.ive off their
critics ,ind prove the Sliai] tr.ule was
not a complete disaster, but fell to
the San Antonio Spurs 4-1. It also
looks lice I racy McGrady will fail
to get out of the first round tor the
seventh-straight year unless he can
carry his team back front a 3-1 series
deficit at the hands of the Utah Jazz.
The Hasten! (amference is defy
ing expectations.The series everyone
expected to be close are nearly over
and the ones people thought would
be cake walks are highly competi
tive.
Orlando is w'aiting for its secondround opponent after eliminating
the Toronto Raptors on Monday.
The Cleveland Cavaliers are up
3-2 on the Washington Wizards and
in case anyone is wondering, LeBron James is not “overrated,” as Wiz
ards fans have continually chanted
throughout the series.
In the other two series, the Bos

ton Celtics and I )etroit Pistons, both
prohibitive f.ivorites, were squared up
2-2 w ith two young upstart teams in
the Atlanta I law ks and Philadelphia
7tiers.
It either team could go on to
win a series, it would be even more
sluicking than Golden State’s thrill
ing upset of 1)all.is last year.
It is w.iy too early in the season
tor me to bore you with the ms and
outs from the first month of baseball,
evident by the fact that the national
media is still subjecting us to cover
age ot Roger (ilemens.
In a soap opera-esque turn, the
New York Daily News reported
Cdemens had an affair with country
singer Mindy McOeady, whom he
reportedly met while pitching for
the Toronto Blue Jays in 1991 when
he was 28 and the singer was 15.
After all, w'hat would a sports
current events article be without a
little juicy gossip?

assistant on Modano’s tiebreaking
goal.
But Zubov never amended the
latest miscue, which came w'hen the
Stars appeared to be ready to put the
series away.
After San Jose started the second
period with five shots in five min
utes, without getting one past Turco,
the Stars converted on a mistake by
the Sharks.

Instead he passed it right to the mid
dle of the ice onto the stick of Jere
Lehtinen, whose unassisted goal, his
third of the playoffs, made it 1-0.
But that was the only goal past
Nabokov, who stc^sped 17 shots.
Turco had 22 saves.
San Jose also come out firing
to start the game, attacking the net
w'ithout getting one p.ast Turco, who
spread out to stop a wrister by Mi-

On their two power plays in the
first 10 minutes, however, the Sharks
didn’t even got off a shot. It was I )allas that had scoring chances each
time it was down a man. Brenden
Morrow got off a shot during the
first power play and Modano, in the
penalty box for tripping during the
first one, stole the puck off the stick
of (Christian Ehrhoff from behind
and then charged toward the net be-

play before the first intermission,
when Matt Niskanen got whistled
for slashing. That call came seconds
after his hard open-ice collision
with Jeremy Roenick knocked the
stick out of his hands.
San Jose finally got credited with
a shot on goal while on the power
play, but it was actually a crossing
pass that Turco kicked aw,ay.

ASSOCIATED PRESS

San Francisco Giants pitcher Barry Zito was recently demoted to the
bullpen to work out his problems as a reliever.

Pitch
continued front page 16

tions Dallas Mavericks head coach
Avery Johnson and San Francisco
(liants manager Uruce Bochy must
be feeling toward two of their re

Sharks
continued from page 16

mg goal.
It was only the third game for
Zubov after the 15-season veteran
and two-time Stanley Cup cham
pion missed three months after op
erations to place a screw in a bone in
his right foot and to repair a sports
hernia. He made up for the Game 3

HELP WANTED
College iTKxiels needed
College Girls Calendar, Central
Coast 2(X)9 is lœking for
college girls fmm the central
coast to mtxlel in this new
calendar! If you attend Cal
Poly or Questa. send an email
to calendarcolleges^gmail.
com with name, college, I
headshot and 2 txxly shots
(don't need to be professional,
but recent). No experience
required. IX'adline to apply:
5/18/08
PART-TIME CAMPUS
PROMOTER Urgent. $9/ hr
handing out flyers,
innovât ivewebconceptsi^
yahoo.com
Central Coast EV's
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CLASSIFIEDS

Mustang Daily Classifìeds
Online and in print!
wyyyy.mustangdaily.net/
classifíeds

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

LOST AND FOUND

Kids' Summer Camp
Counselors - The City eyf
Morro Bay is hiring
Counselors for their
Summer Kids' Camp
program. This is a part-time
position, 20-40 hr/wk,
beginning June 16th and
running thru August 15th.
$8.76-9.12/hr. Staff is
responsible for child
supervision as well as
preparation and providing
age appropriate activities and
excursions. To apply, contact
the City of Morro Bay ( fr
772-6207 or visit our website
at www.morro-bay.ca.us.
Deadline to apply: 5/23/08.

Account Executive Position
(newly created)! Cordillera
owned U \ NBC Station,.
COM and CW has
immediate opening for self
starter who wants a career
vs. a job. Must have passion
for great adv/mkt., driven
to succeed for your clients,
yourself and us. Base plus
generous commissions, suc
cessful AE’s in TV7. COM
Ad Sales can make six
figures! Offices in San Luis
()hispo and Santa Maria...
or can he out of Santa
Barbara. Don't miss this
timely opportunity. Fmiail
mmertensfS) ksby.com noyy
w ith resume and brief cover
letter.

Make $$$ Now!
DRINKACTPOWER.COM

Lost anything? Please
contact Cal Poly Lost and
Found in building 70 or at
805-756-7469.

Big Brothers Big Sisters

2161 Broad St.,SL0
594-0110

Kids'Sa

Strike it BIG!

CHECK OUT
THE PAPER

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Unlimited
ed yoga cla.sses $90 for
ays. Smiling:
90 days.
Smilinti Dog \Yoga
546-91(X). 1227 Archer
er St.
www.smilingdogyogaSLO.com

HOUSING
Free List of all Houses and
Condos For Sale in SLO.
Call Nelson Real Estate
546-1990 OR email
steveCo^slohomes.com
2 male Cal Poly students
seek third person to share 3
bedrm 2 bath house in quiet
SLO neighborhood. Contact
Travis Lee 1-831-262-6233.
Leave name and phone
number

Please join us May 18th

♦ ‘.

centralcoastevs.com
all electric, all the time!

Kory Harhfck is a Journalism senior
and a Mustang Daily sports columnist.

. • . .

**

.
3-7pm
* t4
Mustang Lanes

register at www.slobigs.org
call 805 781.3226

MUSTANGDAILY.NET

Run a Classified Display
“Mustang Mini"! Contact
your ad rep at 756-1143

LOST Prescription glasses!
Black rims with clear purple
stripe. Please! you don't
want me driving without
them! (510)856-7486
LOST Ford car keys on
black Brighton key chain.
Please call Kristina at (916)
276-2384
FOUND Sport wrist watch.
Outside Building 26. Call
(805)441-6524
LOST Camera: Cannon
SD750. Contact Garret Dong
(209)629-0192
Lost something? Lost and
found ads are free! Send us
an email at
mustangdailyclassifiedsCa'
gmail.com
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Mustangs avenge earlier
loss to Cal. win 8-2
¡ I I f 1/

Jk M

SLO

Pitch
COMMENIARY

Drafts,
dopiness
and drama
KoryHarbeck
ON THE SPORTS WORLD
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NICK C.AMACHO MUSTANG DAILY

Cal senior second baseman Josh Satin slides back to first base Wednesday night at
Baggett Stadium. Cal Poly routed the No. 16 Golden Bears 8-2, making up for a 10-8
loss in Berkeley on April 22. For a complete recap, go online to mustangdaily.net. The
Mustangs (19-23) open a three-game home series against UNLV at 6 p.m. Friday.

The amount of errors
committed Wednesday
by Cal, which had two
solo home runs

The number of Mus
tangs who had two
hits apiece Wednesday
night

Sharks stay alive again st
Stars, return to San Jo se
Stephen Hawkins
ASMK I^TED PRESS

DALLAS
Back to the Shark
Tank.
Milan Michalek scored San Jose s
first power-play goal of the series
with 16:34 left and the Sharks beat
Dallas 2-1 on Wednesday night to
avoid being swept in the Western
C^onference semifinals.
The Sharks were ()-for-4 on
power plays in Game 4 before get
ting another chance early in the third
period when Mike Modano drew a
delay of game penalty for knocking a
puck into the stands. Brian C'ampbell
made a cross-ice pass to Joe Thorn
ton, who then pushed the puck back
to the front of the net, through the
legs of Jonathan Cheechoo and onto
Michalek s stick.
Sharks captain Patrick Marleau
had tied the game with another
short-handed goal, getting one after
a turnover by Sergei Zubov for the
second game in a row.
Game 5 is Friday night in San
Jose, where the Stars won the first
two games of the series. The visit

ing team has won 14 of the past 18
games between the Pacific Division
rivals, dating to last season.
The Stars missed a chance for
their first postseason series sweep
since 1999, when they beat Edmon
ton in the first round and went on to
win the Stanley Cup. Dallas still has
three more chances to advance to the
Western Conference finals.
Like he did in Game 3 on Tues
day, Marleau converted a mistake by
Zubov, this time midway through the
second period.
Zubov lost the puck near the blue
line in the Stars zone, and Marleau
charged down the ice and shot the
puck past Marty Turco. It was the
fourth goal of the playoffs for Mar
leau, and gave him 24 since 2(K)3-04,
matching Calgary s Jarome Iginla for
the most during that period.
The short-hander came right after
Brad Richards’ shot got past Evgeni
Nabokov, but ricocheted off the far
upper corner of the goal. That shot,
and another by Trevor Daley, came
during the delayed whistle before the
power play that led to Marleau’s tysee Sharks, page 15

With the recent spell of wonder
ful weather and the never-ending
parade of exams, it is understandable
if you have lost touch with the cur
rent state of affairs in the wide world
of sports. No worries, SLO Fitch is
here to catch you up on your cur
rent events, sports style.
(Disclaimer: If you have abso
lutely no interest in sports and find
yourself accidentally reading this
article but do have an interest in
the scandalous lifestyles of the rich
and famous — goodbye, journalism
credibility — feel free to skip to the
end for a sure-fire train wreck in the
making.)
If you happened to channel surf
past the family of ESFN networks
this weekend, you undoubtedly are
aware the NFL draft took place. Un
less your obsession for football bor
ders near unhealthy like mine, you
paid it passing notice at most, so let’s
take a look at how regional tt;ams
fared.
ESFN’s Mel Kiper Jr. called the
San Francisco 49ers’ picks of North
Carolina defensive lineman Kentwan
Balmer and USC' guard Chilo Rachal “not sexy,” which doesn’t fully
describe the fans’ feelings.
1 knew A1 Davis loved speed but
1 was not aware that Raider Nation
would be sending a 4xl(M) team to
the Olympics this summer. I am
impressed by Davis’ efforts, though.
The offseason additions of Darien
McFadden, DeAngelo Hall .ind a
couple of the other picks from the
second day of the draft might be able
to challenge for a medal in Beijing.
As for San Diego, well, who cares
what the Chargers did? Their roster
is stacked. In all seriousness, though,
their first two picks, cornerback An
toine Cason and running back Jacob
Hester, have the look of solid con
tributors.
Judging a draft the day after is
guesswork at best and always danger
ous but I want it in print that Dallas
C'owboys owner and Arkansas alum
nus Jerry Jones will regret taking a
Razorback in running back Felix
Jones when Illinois’ Rashard Men
denhall was still on the board in the
first round.
While taking this much interest
in predicting the forecast of sporting
allegiances is probably not healthy,
the look 1 get fixmi the average Joe
or Jane when I break down the mer
its of why the 49ers should have se
lected Kentucky quarterback Andre’
Woodson in the sixth round instead
of Virginia Tech wide receiver Josh
Morgan is unsettling nonetheless.
The look is a mixture of confu
sion and pity, a hybrid expression
I have copyrighted as the Avery
Bochy or the Bruce Johnson — I
haven’t decided yet. It shows emo-
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San Jose Sharks goalie Evgeni Nabokov watches the puck during
the second period of game four in Dallas on Wednesday night.

see Pitch, page 15

